JEPPSENE JC FLIGHT TRAINING

JEPPSENE JC - GFD PRIVATE PILOT VIDEO SERIES ON DVD
Augment the written materials by providing visual reinforcement of topics. The state-of-the-art graphics, animation, and aerial photography help students grasp complex concepts. The GFD Private Pilot Integrated Ground School on three DVD is a great resource for students and instructors alike. These DVD's contain 10 hours of informative and entertaining video that augment the written materials by providing visual reinforcement on a variety of topics.
P/N 13-02449................. $140.85

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR PRACTICAL TEST STANDARDS
This reprint of the FAA Commercial Pilot PTS contains the standards for obtaining a commercial pilot certificate with an airplane single-engine land or airplane single-engine sea rating.
P/N 13-01122................. $19.95

JEPPSENE JC A&P GENERAL TEST GUIDE WITH ORAL & PRACTICAL STUDY GUIDE
All Jeppesen maintenance test guides include an extensive database of FAA subject test questions, answers, explanations and references that are cross referenced to the corresponding Jeppesen A&P textbooks. Each test guide also includes the latest oral and practical test questions and answers.
272 pages
P/N 13-01188................. $15.75

COMMERCIAL PILOT PRACTICAL TEST STANDARDS
This reprint of the FAA Commercial Pilot PTS contains the standard requirements for obtaining a commercial pilot certificate with an airplane single-engine land or airplane single-engine sea rating.
P/N 13-01124................. $6.85

A&P AIRFRAME TEST GUIDE WITH ORAL & PRACTICAL STUDY GUIDE
All Jeppesen maintenance test guides include an extensive database of FAA subject test questions, answers, explanations and references that are cross referenced to the corresponding Jeppesen A&P textbooks. Each test guide also includes the latest oral and practical test questions and answers.
344 pages
P/N 13-03741................. $15.75

JEPPSENE JC A&P TECHNICIAN AIRFRAME WORKBOOK
- Updated and revised content in all 17 chapters • Added a Glossary to the Textbook • Integrated the workbook into the textbook • A majority of the book is now in color • Added Summary Checklists to the end of each section or chapter • Added key terms to the end of each section or chapter
P/N 13-01192-1.............. $62.80

A&P POWERPLANT TEST GUIDE WITH ORAL & PRACTICAL STUDY GUIDE
All Jeppesen maintenance test guides include an extensive database of FAA subject test questions, answers, explanations and references that are cross referenced to the corresponding Jeppesen A&P textbooks. Each test guide also includes the latest oral and practical test questions and answers.
344 pages
P/N 13-01195................. $15.75

JEPPSENE JC A&P TECH POWERPLANT TEXTBOOK
Enhance your knowledge with our comprehensive text that exceeds FAR part 147 standards. Color illustrations, charts and diagrams, end of section quizzes and summary checklists make tough concepts easier to grasp. 1130 pages.
P/N 13-07187................. $59.95

JEPPSENE JC A&P PRACTICAL TEST STANDARDS, GENERAL, AIRFRAME, AND POWERPLANT
P/N 13-07652................. $6.95

JEPPSENE JC A&P TEXTBOOK BUNDLE
A&P textbook bundle - set of all 3 textbooks (General, Airframe, Powerplant).
P/N 13-07651................. $175.75

JEPPSENE JC - GFD INSTRUMENT/COMMERCIAL VIDEO SERIES ON DVD
The Jeppesen GFD Integrated Ground School DVD Series is a great resource for students & instructors alike. The Private Pilot, Instrument/Commercial Flight Instructor, & Multi-Engine DVD's augment the written materials by providing visual reinforcement of topics. The state-of-the-art graphics, animation, and aerial photography help students grasp complex concepts. The GFD Instrument/Commercial Integrated Ground School on three DVD is a great resource for students and instructors alike. These DVD's contain 10 hours of informative and entertaining video that augment the written materials by providing visual reinforcement on a variety of topics. Each DVD series features a menu that gives you the option of choosing the lesson topic. The state-of-the-art graphics, animation, and aerial photography helps students single-handedly understand the principles of instrument flight, instrument charts, meteorology, advanced systems and much more. This is a great supplement to GFD Instrument/Commercial textbook.
P/N 13-02451................. $183.75

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR DELUXE 61/141 KIT
Jeppesen Flight Instructor Kits, developed for both FAR Part 61 and FAR Part 141 training programs, are the most complete flight instructor training package available. The Deluxe 61/141 Flight Instructor Kit is developed for FAR Part 141 training programs. It contains all of the training materials: Flight Instructor Manual, FAR/AIM Manual (paper), Private Pilot Maneuvers Manual, Flight Instructor Syllabus, Flight Instructor Record Folder, Flight Instructor PTS (single-, multi-engine land/sea, instrument, CFI, Ground Instructor, CFI & ME, FAA Exam Package, Aviation Instructor Handbook, and Pilot Kit Bag (black).
P/N 13-01176................. $331.95

AIRCRAFT GAS TURBINE POWERPLANTS
Newly revised to include the most up-to-date information on aircraft gas turbine powerplants and updated coverage of jet engines, cross-reference between architectures and engines. Now includes over 500 illustrations, charts, and tables. Written by Otis and Vasbursy. 514 pages.
P/N 13-02421................. $46.85

JEPPSENE JC AIRCRAFT GAS TURBINE POWERPLANTS WORKBOOK
Aircraft Gas Turbine Powerplants Workbook is a companion to the Gas Turbine Powerplants Textbook containing questions, answers and explanations designed to increase your comprehension of the material covered in the textbook. The workbook is set up chapter by chapter to follow the sequence of material in the textbook with exercises and quizzes for personal or classroom use. 192 Pages.
P/N 13-07578................. $19.95
Book Workbook
P/N 13-08565................. $18.70

FAA EXAM STUDY GUIDES
These Exam Study Guides are designed to prepare for and achieve higher FAA written test scores. They follow the Jeppesen textbooks by chapter, allowing your student to learn faster with a greater understanding of each area of study. These guides include: full-color charts, unique sliding mask for self study, all FAA airplane test ques.; FAA computer test info, current info on airspace reclassification. Private Pilot Airmen Knowledge
P/N 13-17505................. $18.49
Instrument Rating Airmen Knowledge
P/N 13-17510................. $23.60
Commercial Pilot Airmen Knowledge
P/N 13-17515................. $21.95

JEPPSENE JC GFD FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR VIDEO SERIES ON DVD
The Private Pilot, Instrument/Commercial Flight Instructor, & Multi-Engine DVD's augment the written materials by providing visual reinforcement of topics. The state-of-the-art graphics, animation, and aerial photography help students grasp complex concepts. The GFD Flight Instructor Video Series on DVD is a great supplement to GFD Flight Instructor Textbook and contains nine hours of instruction critical to the CFI applicant. Many important topics are discussed, including fundamentals of instruction, instructing the private pilot student, instructing the instrument student and instructing the commercial student.
P/N 13-02433................. $74.75

JAA ATPL TEST PREPARATION SOFTWARE
Be well prepared for the exam with our new Test Preparation Software. The CD includes a user guide/installation guide and covers approximately 2,700 questions. Features: Variety of training modes, High-quality graphics, Topic search function, Statistics, Dynamic query generation, References to the JAR Codes and the Jeppesen/AFM Manuals.
P/N 14-02826................. $133.95
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Prices Subject to Change Without Notice